National Qigong Association Annual Conference

Friday–Sunday, June 14–16, 2019 • The Kahler Grand Hotel, Rochester, Minnesota

Special Event

EMPIRICAL QI EMISSION TEST FOR ENERGY PRACTITIONERS
presented by Dr. Melinda Connor

This is a series of Qi Emission tests to demonstrate that a practitioner of energy healing arts is
“real.” It is an empirical test developed over 12 studies involving over 1000 research subjects in
the various trials. (Read the detailed scientific explanation on the following pages.) It is intended to
be part of a larger process where practitioners can become a licensed practitioner and eventually
obtain insurance reimbursement. This test will be part of the licensing movement and individuals
who take the test now will be grandfathered into the process.
We are offering the testing at a discounted rate of $125 (usually $200). The test takes two hours.
Wear comfortable clothes and bring a water bottle. If you would like to participate, please call Ali
at 888-815-1893 to make an appointment. To be assured of the appointment you prefer, it is best
if you sign up prior to the conference, but you may also do so at the conference. Testing is open to
attendees and also anyone interested who may not be attending the conference.
Appointments are 2 hours long and will be scheduled on Friday and Saturday: 8–10am; 10am–
12pm; 1–3pm; 3–5pm; 6–8pm; 8–10pm, and on Sunday: 8–10am; 10am–12pm. The fee will be
due when you go to your appointment. Dr. Connor requests cash or check only…she won’t have
credit card access at the conference.
Dr. Melinda H. Connor, D.D., Ph.D., AMP, FAM is an ordained Buddhist priest who has trained as a clinical
psychologist, neuropsychologist, drama therapist, and in a variety of integrative techniques. Originally
an engineer in the computer field, Dr. Connor changed careers in the 1990s. As a NIH sponsored T32
post doctoral fellow, Dr. Connor received her training as a research scientist at the University of Arizona’s
Program in Integrative Medicine under Dr. Andrew Weil and Dr. Iris R. Bell. She is the former director of
the Optimal Healing Research Program at the Laboratory for Advances in Consciousness and Health at
the University of Arizona, directed by Dr. Gary E. Schwartz and is both Board Certified and a Fellow of the
American Alternative Medicine Association. A professor at multiple universities, Dr. Connor is the author
of ten books and continues to present her research work at conferences around the world.
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